JSBM Style Guide
What follows is a brief overview of JSBM style and format.
Text:
Right and left justified. Paragraphs first-line indented. All acronyms spelled out first before consequent use. The word
'percent' should be used instead of %. Numbers 1-9 spelled out. Statistical terms in italics (e.g.: n, p, F, M) do this in
tables as well. Use single quotes only inside double quotes. In a series, use a comma bedore the conjunction (e.g.:
Smith, Jones, and Paddington). Translate Latin abbreviations into English: i.e. = that is; e.g. = for example; avoid use
of etc. Footnotes, not endnotes.
Headings:
Level 1: Initial caps (excluding prepositions and conjunctions), bold, italic, left justified, separate paragraph.
Level 2: Initial caps, bold, left justified, separate paragraph.
Level 3: Initial caps, italic, within paragraph.
First Page of Each Article:
Title.
Author's first and last names, in italics.
Abstract, in italics, followed by short horizontal line.
Text of article.
Footnotes (preceded by short horizontal line)
Author bios.
Acknowledgements (when needed), preceded by asterisk (with corresponding asterisk in title)
Bibliography:
Citations must be consistent in author name(s) (spelling and name order) and publication date between the text and
the bibliography at the end. Any reference in the text must be matched by a full entry in the end bibliography. Entries
in the bibliography must be matched by entries in the text; if nor they should be deleted. Citations must include all
information necessary to enable the reader to locate the referenced publication. The examples in the format section
below reflect the information considered adequate for each type of publication. Citations should be in alphabetical
order by the first author's last name (if there is a name); by the first word of the publication or authoring organization if
there is no author name.
Citations in text:
'Author's last name (19**) found that...'
'Recent studies (Last name 19**; last name, last name, and last name 19**; last name 19**)...
Note the following: a semi-colon separates entries, there is no comma before the date, there is a comma before the
'and' in multiple author listings.
Citations in references:
Books:
Ward, John W. (1987). Keeping the Family Business Healthy. San Francisco, Calif.:Jossey Bass.

Note the following: Author names and publication date are formatted like journal entries. Books are italicized and
followed by a period. Publication information includes the publisher's locaion with city and state followed by a colon
and then the publisher's full name.
Journal:
Hoy, Frank, and trudy G. Verser (1994). 'Emerging Business, Emerging Field: Entrepreneurship and the Family
Firm,' Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, 19 (1), 9-23.
Note the following: Initials or first names follow the first author's name, but precede the last name for subsequent
authors. There is a comma before the 'and' between author names, even if there are only 2 authors/ There is a period
after the date. Article titles use initial caps (excluding conjunctions and prepositions) and are blocked by double
quotation marks. There is a comma between article title and journal title; the comma is inside the quotes. Journal
titles are italicized. The column number is not italicized. Neither 'Vol.' or No.' are used. Thus, Vol. 19, No. 1 = 19 (1).
There is no 'pp.' before the page numbers.
Articles in edited publications:
Kaslow, Florence W., and S. Kaslow (1992). 'The Family that Works Together: Special Problems of Family
Businesses,' in Work, Families, and Organizations. Ed. S. Zedeck. San Francisco, Calif.: Jossey Bass, 312-361.
Note the following: Author names, publication dates and article title are formatted like journal articles. Use 'In' before
book title; title is italicized. Precede editor's name with 'Ed.' (which means 'edited by'; thus 'Eds.' is inappropriate). Put
initals before last names. Put a period between the editors' names and the publisher information. Include and format
publisher information like a book. Include the page numbers (no 'pp.') n the book where the article is located.
Papers prsented at conferences or other meetings:
Pleck, John (1979). 'Work-Family Conflict: A National Assessment,' paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Study of Social Problems, Boston, Mass., May.
Note the following: Author names, publication dates and article title are formatted like journal articles. Include type of
meeting, sponsoring organization, location, and date of meeting. If there are printed proceedlings for the conference,
cite the entry as an article in an edited publication.
Theses and Dissertations:
Simic, James (1993). 'A Comparison of SMEs in Greenland and the Fiji Islands,' Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Fjord, 23-26.
Note the following: Author names, publication dates and article title are formatted like journal articles. Type of work
(Master's thesis or Ph.D. dissertation) should be indicated, as well as academic institution.
Website documentation:
West Virginia Bureau of Business and Economic Research (2001). 'Economic Outlook Conference.' <<a
href='http://www.be.wvu.edu/serve/bureau/eo/index.htm'>http://www.be.wvu.edu/serve/bureau/eo/index.htm>.
Accessed on Jan. 3, 2001.

Note the following: Person or organization sponsoring the website should be included. Title of specific web page cited
should be placed inside double quotation marks. The full website address (of cited page) should be bracketed. Date
information was taken from the website should be included.
Other publications or miscellaneous information:
Refer to previous issues of JSBM for examples of other citations not included here.
Tables and Figures:
Heading consists of table/figure number in one paragraph and table/figure title in subsequent paragraph. Both use
initial caps, and are boldface. Both are centered over table/figure. Cell titles are bold, initial caps, centered over
columns (except first, which is left justified). Use a single horizontal line above and below cell titles and a single
horizontal at the end of the last row of data. Except when clarity requires it, no other lines should be used in the table.
The leftmost column should be left justified. If there are subheadings followed by a list, the listed items should be
indented slightly. Avoid abreviations (e.g., use 'number' rather than 'no.'). If numerals with decimals are used, align by
decimal point, even where there is a * or a minus sign. An asterisk is used only to indicate significance levels, use
superscripts (a, b, c) for footnotes. Notes such as significance levels, data sources, etc. are placed beneath the line
indicating the last row of data.

